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Cantata Intro

Ms. Schroeder's 4th Grade Class
with Judith Hill
Neighborhood House Charter School

Voices

Piano

Lively

The "N H C S" is our school and it's
really, really, really, really cool! Our new, awesome home is

"Twenty One Queen." Mister Andrews is our Head master, Mister Ponds is our

Dean.

We had seven values until this year, but we
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added one more, so we have an eighth one here!
Cooperation

Words and Music by Avinash Balram, Derick Fitzpatrick, Jada Henderson, Jazmine Lima and Joey Parham, with Judith Hill
Ms. Wagner's 4th Grade
Neighborhood House Charter School

Laid back

We are

wishing we could all work together. Cooperation makes the world so much

better. It takes the effort of everyone. If we all work we can get things done.

If we keep teaching and learning from each other,
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and make sure there's enough for one another, the world will be a better place.

We are wishing we could all work together.

Cooperation makes the world so much better. It takes the effort of every one.

If we all work we can get things done.
A Lesson In Justice

Words and Music by Kayla Allen, Aireka Hudson, Eva Jeffers and Tommy Pace
with Catherine Hedberg
Mrs. Wagner's 4th Grade Class
Neighborhood House Charter School

Haunting, seriously

Nikki and Tommy walking down the street, singing and talking

Up comes Freddy,

big, gruff bully from the sixth grade:

"Nikki and Tommy are K-I-S-S-I-N-G!"

Teasing

Serious

"Hey, Freddy, How would you like it if they teased you?"
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E-double-F-O-R-T!

Words and Music by Eric Barbosa, Brianna Binger, Gracelyn Bullard, Deja Coston, Clevis Murray, and Makena Parker, with Angela Carr
Ms Schroeder's Fourth Grade Class
Neighborhood House Charter School

Quick

E-double F-O-R-T!

Voices

Piano

7

Effort is the thing for me. Effort means to try your best. Work really hard and

7

come that test! Don’t give up, use some force. With it, you’ll succeed, of course.

12

Tap Tap Clap Tap Tap Clap (continue throughout spoken section)

17

Effort is cool, Effort is neat, Mister Effort is someone that we can meet.
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Effort is the thing that everyone needs to work really hard and do good deeds.

Effort is cool, Effort is great, Effort is the thing that we don't hate. So believe in yourself and your labors will increase. It's time to use some elbow grease!

E-double F-O-R-T! Effort is the thing for me. Effort
means to try your best. Work really hard and ace that test! Don't give up,

use some force. With it, you'll succeed, of course. E-double F O R T!

Effort!

Yeah!
Respect

Words and Music by Marques Allen, Crystal Brown,
Daijah Harewood, Nora Quinn and Trevone Vassell
with Susan Navien
Ms. Schroeder’s 4th Grade Class
Neighborhood House Charter School

Confidently

Re - spect is earned when no - one is look - ing;

First re - spect your - self: your thoughts and your bo - dy; then peo - ple and things a - round you, your el - ders, your books, and your stuff, stran - gers and be - long - ings.

Say "Please" and "Thank - you." Mind your man - ners.
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When you show respect to others, they'll respect you back!
Caring

Words and Music by Brittany Binger, Dijonita Contrell, Gabe Edelman, Pamela Santos, and Michael Williams, with Susan Navien
Ms Schroeder's 4th Grade Class
Neighborhood House Charter School

With Humor

I wash my watermelon every other day.

I take it outside and together we play.

Don't eat your melon and be full because if you do you'll be a cannibal.

If your melon is hairy,
It is caring to show love to your watermelon.
With spirit

Courage

Words and Music by D'Andre Brown, Joseph Centeio,
Jackie Lima, Elias Joseph and Sara Wingard,
with Judith Hill,
Ms Schroeder's 4th Grade Class
Neighborhood House Charter School

age is about facing your fears, being brave with no tears. You have to be strong and

be brave, but it's okay to be afraid of nightmares, heights,

animals and swimming.

Put your troubles on
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the shelf and start believing in yourself. Put your troubles on the shelf and

start believing in yourself. Courage gives you the power to say no or

no way.

Face

challenges in your life and you'll be alright.
more quietly each time

Put your troubles on the shelf and start believing in yourself.

Put your troubles on the shelf and start believing in yourself.

ppp

molto rit.
Responsibility

Words and Music by Shane Kelly, Wascar Lara-Reyes, Mckenzie Redmond, Alysa Thomas and Justice Turner, with Kumi Donaghue
Ms Wagner’s 4th Grade Class
Neighborhood House Charter School

Earnestly (♩=100-104)

There once was a house that was

oh so creepy. In the pot was a louse, And Dad’s always sleepy.

Lily hung from the lights. The

tub was full of tea. The squirrels got into fights.
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There was NO responsibility.
Trustworthiness

by David Auguste, Chad Fennell, Jennifer Rojas, Kevin Huynh and Jahniece Reynolds
with Kumi Donaghe
Ms Schroeder's 4th Grade Class
Neighborhood House Charter School

Moderately, sweetly

Trust-worth-i-ness is im-por-tant to us be-cause it helps to be hon-est and true.

Don't be bad, don't be sad, be trust-wor-thy and be glad.

Some-times when we for-get you must not give up or
you will feel blue.

At N. H. C. S. we depend on each other to be loyal and reliable.

Reliable

Spoken: "Trustworthiness"
Cantata Ending

Quick, energetic

And now you know the eight values. It's time for you to do them.

If you follow carefully there is nothing to them.
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